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Abstract—Innovation service network is the inevitable result of the collaborative cooperation of innovation service subjects, and also an important strategic resource for innovation activities in emerging industries. The research of innovation service network has important decision reference value for the promotion of collaborative service capability for the innovation demand of emerging industries. By analyzing the evolution process and law of innovation service network in emerging industries, improving the main line around the ability of collaborative service, combining the evolution stage of innovation service network, the complexity of innovation demand and the integration of service resources, this paper focuses on designing the upgrade path of innovation service network based on key nodes, the path of innovation service network upgrade based on service chain integration, and the upgrade path of innovation service network based on core network coordination, in order to optimize the structure of innovation service network of emerging industries and improve its ability of collaborative service provides theoretical guidance, which is of great practical significance to support the innovation and development of emerging industries.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Outline of the National Innovation-Driven Development Strategy proposes a "three-step" strategy, that is, China will become an innovative country by 2020, a leading innovative country by 2030 and a world-class scientific and technological innovation power by 2050\textsuperscript{[1]}. In order to achieve these goals, industries with great innovation vitality are incorporated into China's strategic emerging industries, which are the key to promoting the strategic deployment of industrial innovation\textsuperscript{[2-3]}. With the innovation-driven development strategies, innova-tion services have come into being. Innovation services are services for innovative activities such as research and development services, intellectual property services and advanced technology services. The main subjects of innovation services include science and technology intermediary service and innovation activity mechanism[4-5], innovation service platform[6], science and technology resource sharing platform[7], and knowledge service intermediary[8]. The combination of resources and service advantages provides appropriate service support for industrial innovation in order to effectively improve the efficiency of industrial innovation\textsuperscript{[9]}

For all kinds of innovation needs, collaborative cooperation among innovation service subjects has gradually shown the characteristics of "multiple, dynamic and complex" network. Ellerml et al. (2004) emphasized the importance of science and technology intermediaries from the perspective of chain, believing that chain is conducive to science and technology intermediaries to serve other upstream and downstream connections and to promote the comprehensive development of innovative services \textsuperscript{[10]}. Howells (2006) analyzed technology intermediary service and innovation activity mechanism from the perspective of "inter-chain relationship" \textsuperscript{[11]}. Lin Lei (2014) constructed the technology intermediary service chain based on the innovation chain \textsuperscript{[12]}. From the perspective of innovation chain, Wang Jifa (2015) constructed the chain structure model of science and technology service industry. Based on its overall structure and value realization process, he proposed that service chain construction should be matched with innovation chain \textsuperscript{[13]}. Xia Houxue et al. (2017) held that as the supplier of innovative services, the new industrial innovation platform would be transformed from "embedded" in the industrial organization system to "integrated" in the intelligent production and service network system \textsuperscript{[14]}. Li Yue et al. (2020) simulated the evolution process of innovation service network with the help of complex network, and the results showed that the evolution of innovation service network can be divided into three stages: emerging\textsuperscript{[15]}, growth and maturity \textsuperscript{[15]}

The network relationship between innovation service subjects such as science and technology intermediary, research institution, science and technology service platform and financial institution accelerates the flow of innovation resources between regions and promotes the efficient allocation of innovation resources. Therefore, how to define the innovation service network, analyze the evolution stage of the network, and how to improve the collaborative service ability and upgrade the network in the process of the evolution of the innovation service network are all important issues that need to be solved urgently in the process of the development of the innovation service network.
2 THE EVOLUTION LAW OF INNOVATION SERVICE NETWORK IN EMERGING INDUSTRIES

Emerging industry innovation service network refers to the relationship network formed in the process of resource docking and service matching by the relevant subjects with the function of science and technology service, such as science and technology intermediary, research institution, service platform and financial institution, which are around the demand of the innovation chain of emerging industries. The innovation service network covers scientific research and experimental development services, specialized technical services, technology promotion services, science and technology information services, science and technology financial services, science and technology popularization and publicity and education services, integrated science and technology services and other service functions. Emerging industry innovation service network has experienced three stages of evolution: emerging[15], growth and maturity[15], as shown in Fig. 1.

- Emerging. At first, due to the limited resources of industrial innovation, innovation service network seeks for service subjects with complementary capabilities to support research and development, technology and other services, resulting in professional division of labor and spillover effects. In this stage, the cooperation between network subjects is relatively simple and time-limited, and the cooperative service activities are not frequent enough. Each service subject does not fully play its role, but simply superimposes the simplest service.

- Growth. The cooperation content of network subjects is gradually broad, the degree of cooperation is gradually deepened, and the division of labor within the network is refined and specialized. At the same time, professional service institutions such as science and technology intermediaries and financial institutions have been gradually improved, the service attributes of universities and research institutes have begun to appear, and the interaction between network subjects has gradually become frequent. At this stage, the basic elements such as nodes and connection relations in the innovative service network have been improved, resources can flow rapidly and effectively, network subjects enjoy the spillover effect of resources such as knowledge, and industrial innovation ability has also been improved accordingly.

- Maturity. Network subjects continue to carry out collaborative services, the service attributes of research institutions become more and more obvious, and a good environment for collaborative service innovation in core networks and peripheral networks is formed. In the innovation service network, knowledge, information, capital and other resources flow frequently, forming a good atmosphere of knowledge sharing and cross-learning, and active service innovation activities. At this stage, the network structure tends to be stable and the service capacity is greatly improved. However, with the intensification of competition among similar subjects, zombie subjects and inferior subjects in the original innovation service network will not be able to meet the needs of the development and upgrading of the innovation service network, and will be replaced by new subjects, which will be eliminated by the network, and the related connections will also disappear.

3 CONSTRUCTION OF UPGRADING PATHS FOR INNOVATION SERVICE NETWORKS IN EMERGING INDUSTRIES

Emerging industry innovation service network has gone through three stages of evolution, emerging, growth and maturity, each of which has different network structure and collaborative service capability. Emerging industry innovation service network needs to adjust its own upgrade path freely and flexibly according to the specific innovation demand, the state of service resources and the stage of evolution and development. Therefore, this paper combines the evolution stage of innovation service network, the complexity of innovation requirements and the degree of service resource integration, from point to line to face to design the innovation service network upgrade path, that is, the innovation service network upgrade path based on key nodes, the innovation service network upgrade path based on service chain integration and the innovation service network upgrade path based on core network collaboration, the relationship between the three upgrade paths is shown in Fig. 2.
A. Upgrading path of innovation service network based on the cultivation of key nodes

The upgrading path of innovation service network based on the cultivation of key nodes is to guide service innovation, identify prominent nodes and cultivate key nodes of the original innovation service network according to the innovation demand through the plan, organization and support of the government, so as to form a growth pole within the innovation service network. When key nodes become cultivated objects for a new round of construction and development, in the interaction process within the innovation service network, they gradually become the core of the network, radiating and driving the surrounding and upstream and downstream nodes, and promoting the upgrading of the entire network structure and function, as shown in Fig. 3.

![Figure 3. Innovation service network upgrade path based on key nodes](image)

B. Upgrading path of innovation service network based on service chain integration

The upgrading path of innovation service network based on service chain integration is the key node of innovation service network to reduce service cost and improve service efficiency as the goal, interconnect, form a cooperative and intensive service chain, through the integration of the main body on the service chain, attract both sides of the main body to the service chain, thus driving the process of network function upgrade. Service chain is around the service core enterprises, the use of modern information technology, through the chain of capacity flow, information, as shown in Fig. 4.

![Figure 4. Innovation service network upgrade path based on service chain integration](image)

C. Upgrading path of innovation service network based on core Network collaboration

The upgrading path of innovation service network based on the core network coordination refers to the process of the innovation service with predictability and advanced service under the role of the core network synergy benefit, which relies on the innovation service elements such as financial resources, information resources and human resources of the innovation service network. The innovation service network upgrade path based on core network synergy puts forward service innovation requirements for all the main bodies in the network, and promotes the innovation service network to become a intelligent complex of cohesive service innovation through multidirectional collaborative development and organic integration, the specific upgrade process is shown in Fig. 5.

![Figure 5. Innovation service network upgrade path based on core network collaboration](image)

4CONCLUSIONS AND COUNTERMEASURES

Emerging industries innovation service network is the main support of industrial innovation related services and an important strategic resource for the high-quality development of emerging industries. On the basis of innovative service network evolution rules, implement the upgrade path, innovative services and network integration advantage resources, adapt to the need of the new industry innovation, form a specialization, integration and intelligent service capability of innovation, promote the emerging industry continues to develop ecological innovation service system, provide efficient service support for the emerging industry innovation. Therefore, based on the research, the following strategies are proposed for the development of innovative service networks in emerging industries:

1) Strengthen the cultivation of the core nodes based on the platform

Science and technology service platform plays the role of network resource flow hub in the evolution process of innovation service network, and is the central hub of innova-tion service network, further accelerating the flow of resources and services between networks, and improving the collaborative service ability of integrated innovation service network.
2) Cultivate the service ability of the innovation subject

In the process of the evolution of innovation service network, some research institutes from research to application-oriented transformation, with the deepening of the reform of the research institute system, there will be some research institutes from research-oriented to application-oriented, actively participate in commercialization or directly related to the economy of the project, began to connect the market and innovation needs, more and more reflect its service attributes.

3) Improve the policy support system for innovation services

There are obvious differences in the effects of government in different stages of innovation service network evolution. The evolution of innovation service network is the result of the interaction of internal and external environmental factors, in which the government has a significant influence on the evolution of innovation service network at all stages, especially in the germination and growth stage of the network.
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